
 

 
 
17th September 2020 
 
Dear parents and carers,  
Please find attached a list of FAQs that the NHS and City of Edinburgh have requested be sent to 
all parents and carers.   
 

You will also find a copy of this on our website:  
https://stockbridgeprimaryschool.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/covid-19-faqs-for-parents-and-
carers-080920.pdf  
 

Social Distancing and Face Masks  
Some of you have remarked how the increased signage and the individual fencing with the yellow 
and black tape are helping with keeping to a 2m distance more easily. Our staff on duty will also 
help, with polite reminders as appropriate. Many thanks for the efforts that you are all making.  
You will see more of our staff team in the playground wearing face masks. Whilst you are not 
obliged to wear a face mask, we would suggest that when dropping off and collecting 
children that you wear one. There is no obligation to do so – it is not mandatory. You may have 
underlying health conditions or not feel it is appropriate. However, we are encouraging 
this as part of helping us all to keep safe and healthy.  
 

Classroom protocols:  
Thank you for the questions from our class reps:  
Windows are opened each day in class, and this will continue throughout the winter. Not every 
window can be opened but all classrooms have at least one window that can open. Your child 
may wish to pack an extra layer of clothing in their school bag incase they feel colder in class as 
we get into the colder weather.  
 

P3-P7 teachers have a line marked around their desks to show a clear 2m boundary. This is not 
required in P1 and P2. We have risk assessed for when teachers move around their class to teach 
groups and individuals and teachers and PSA staff all know the guidance to follow about when it 
is appropriate to war a face mask. Children can go to the teacher’s desk, and again this has been 
risk assessed. Should a child require a hug, we can give these – we encourage children to not 
need one, but if a child is upset and requires reassurance and are actively wanting a hug, this is 
given. Again, staff wash hands afterwards and follow health and safety guidance.  
  

Playtime  
Some parents have asked whether siblings can get together at break at lunch time. This can only 
happen if they are in the same bubble for break and lunch. Each bubble has their own zone to 
play in. Our bubbles are:  
P1, P2/1, P2  
P3, P4/3, P4  
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P5, P6/5, P6  
P7  
If siblings are not in a bubble group, they cannot mix at break and lunch. We are following City of 
Edinburgh advice on this matter and have had approval from them about our health and safety 
planning for bubble groups at break and lunch.  
You may have seen children playing with play equipment at break or lunch. As part of our risk 
assessment, these items are sprayed on a daily basis with CEC approved spray and 
children also wash / sanitise hands after being outside.  
 

Football  
Thank you to the class reps who have asked about football training starting. At present no 
Edinburgh primary school can have any club either in school or out of school. This includes 
football. When this guidance changes, we will let you know.  
 

Indoor PE  
There has been a change in guidance about indoor PE. We had been told that schools could now 
risk assess and plan for this. City of Edinburgh have advised that all schools must now wait and 
that all PE must be outdoors until further notice.  
 

Daily Mile  
Thank you to the class reps who have enquired about the Daily Mile and the frequency that it is 
happening. Children are not able to do this as frequently as they may have done previously. As 
part of our Risk Assessment we must be careful about year groups mixing. When children do the 
Daily Mile, there is the possibility that they will be running past classes taking part in PE or 
Outdoor Learning. This would mean that year groups could mix. We have to take steps to 
mitigate the possibility of this happening.  
 

Food in school  
We have some children who are allergic to different food, in particular, nuts. We request that 
food containing nuts is not brought into school for snack or lunch.  
 

Kind regards,  
 

Caroline Ashbrook  
Head Teacher 


